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Monday Morning is the bi-weekly School Nutrition Association of Pennsylvania newsletter that keeps our members up to date with member professional growth and advocacy opportunities!

School Nutrition Foundation
Help Feed School Kids Now
COVID-19 Grant
Application:$1500 Grants Available

Click here to apply

Super Party - Virtual Dance Contest. Submit a solo or group dance video of you and/or your foodservice staff to one or both of the selected songs. Three Categories to WIN!! Categories are... Creative, Funny and Talent.
Click here to learn more

Penn State has set up a network to help deal with bottlenecks in the food supply chain.

Click here to read the Morning Ag Clips Article

Click here to register and learn more about the Pennsylvania Agriculture Resilience Network

Click on the links below for School Nutrition Association Learning Resources

The Institute of Child Nutrition
The School Nutrition Association of Pennsylvania- Learning Center
Project PA
School Nutrition Toolbox
Grab a Weekend’s Worth of Meals…and Some Tom Brady Merch
The Enterprise

Pizza Shop Donates Day’s Profits to School Lunch Program to Commemorate Juneteenth
NBC29

School Board Member Pays Off Student Lunch Debt
Sun Englewood

Detroit Schools Continue Grab ‘n’ Go Meals Throughout Summer
ABC7 WXYZ

School Lunch as We Know It Will Never Be the Same Again
The Counter

---

Edward J. Schindel Scholarship

and the winner is...

Vincenzo Nuzzolese
Upper Bucks County
Vo Tech/Pennridge SD

Vincenzo will be attending the Culinary Institute of America New York, NY

---
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